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Abstract 
Maze algorithm can identify connected relation of a single node in ladder diagram of programmable logical 
controller, from which serial or parallel connections between pairs of attached nodes derive. After uniting serial or 
parallel relation of each node, serial or parallel connections of all nodes are stored in binary trees. Scanning binary 
trees can generate instruction lists. Maze algorithm identifies the connected relation of ladder diagram node correctly 
and ensures the correctness of translating ladder diagram into instruction lists. 
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1. Introduction 
 One of the core technologies of programmable logical controller is the design of upper computer 
software. Most of the programmable logical controllers support programming language of ladder diagram 
and instruction lists. Ladder diagram language shows visual connections between logical elements, it is 
intuitive and easily understood; Instruction lists language comprises ordinal, instructions and data, it is 
difficultly understood, but easily identified by compiler. Usually, ladder diagram language needs 
translating into text language firstly, and then the compiler would generate executable instruction codes of 
programmable logical controller. Key problems to translation process are the data structure of a single node 
in ladder diagram and the relation of connections between nodes [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The maze is a classic 
problem in the area of graphics and graph theory [6, 7]. In this paper, the idea to solve maze problem 
applies to translate ladder diagram into instruction lists. Firstly, scanning ladder diagram by maze 
algorithm, a doubly linked list of a single node generates. Then serial or parallel connections between pairs 
of attached nodes derive from information of a single node. After uniting serial or parallel relation of each 
node, serial or parallel connections of all nodes are stored in binary trees. Scanning binary trees generates 
instruction lists in the end. Because of low complexity, maze algorithm can identify the connected relation 
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of ladder diagram node easily and correctly, ensure the correctness of translating ladder diagram into 
instruction lists. 
2. Introduction ladder diagram node identification by maze algorithm 
2.1. The principle of maze algorithm. 
Maze problem is as follows: Searching for a path from a given beginning cell to a given destination cell 
within a two-dimension network. The path is composed of a series of adjoining and passable row or 
column cell. Each cell can only be acquainted if its neighboring four cell can be passed, only three can be 
passed for those located in the base and only two for those located in the four corners. 
In this paper, maze algorithm applies to identify ladder diagram, it is not to find an optimal path from 
the beginning location to the target location, but to scan the ladder diagram using path-searching method of 
maze algorithm and obtain the connected relation of a single node in ladder diagram. 
2.2. Attribute description of a single node in ladder diagram 
A ladder diagram program is composed of several ladder diagram networks, a ladder diagram network 
contains many Ladder Diagram (LD) nodes, and a LD node covers a rectangle region in ladder diagram 
network. If there is a graphic symbol in the rectangle region, it is necessary to describe the attribute of the 
LD node. If there is blank in the rectangle region, the LD node is null node. The attribute description of LD 
nodes in ladder diagram network of this article is as table 1. 
Table 1. Attribute description of LD nodes 
Symbol Node Type Description Node Function 
[blank] Null node Null node No LD node 
Connection line Horizontal connection line Horizontally connect two LD nodes 
Connection line Vertical connection line Vertically connect two LD nodes 
Real node Contact node Input element 
Real node Coil Output element ( ) 
2.3. The implementation of scanning ladder diagram network by maze  algorithm 
The implementation of scanning ladder diagram network by maze algorithm is as follows: Record the 
current location, searching recursively by the principle of first downwards then rightwards, mark the 
searched node so as not to search it again. If meeting contact node or null node, go back to the last recorded 
location, continue to search until carrying out the searching of all path. 
Take figure 1 as an example, suppose that the beginning location is node E2 and the destination is right 
power rail. In order to figure out the right connections of node E2, maze algorithm applies to find a path 
from the beginning of node E2 to the target node via connection units of ladder diagram network. In the 
process of searching by maze algorithm, it is obviously that the path is not feasible, because there are three 
paths from node E2 to the target node, as shown in figure 1, but there is a real node in each way.  
The process of path searching is as follows:  
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The first path searching is from node E2 to a real node E7, adding E7 to the right connections and 
going back to node E2.  
The second path searching is from node E2 to a real node E6, adding E6 to the right connections and 
going back to node E2. 
The third path searching is from node E2 to a real node E3, adding E3 to the right connections and 
going back to node E2. 
Finally, the result of path searching is there is no path from the beginning to the destination, maze 
algorithm exits, but the process of path searching has found all the right connections of node E2. The goal 
of figuring out all of the right connections of node E2 has achieved. The process of searching for left 
connections of one node is the same as the process of searching right connections except that the direction 
is opposite. 
E4 
Fig. 1. Maze algorithm searching for right connections 
3. Translating ladder diagram into instruction lists 
3.1. Data structure of a single LD node data structure of a single LD node. 
 When designing the data structure of one LD node in ladder diagram, the number of left and right 
connections of LD node sets as a protean. The binary tree is realized by list-type in STL template based on 
Visual C++.NET. Describing data structure of a single node in C++ language is as follows: 
typedef std::list< NODE* > NodeList; 
struct NODELIST {  
 NODELIST* fatherVex;           // the pointer to father node 
 NODELIST* leftVex;              // the left child 
 NODELIST* rightVex;           // the right child 
 NODE* curNode;                   // the current node 
Typedef std::list<NODELIST*> CONNECTLIST; 
CONNECTLIST leftConnect;        // the left connections 
CONNECTLIST rightConnect;     // the right connections 
};
3.2. Establishment of node linked list and binary tree 
When translating a ladder diagram network, first search from left to right, then from top to bottom. 
Once meeting a real node, maze algorithm would apply to search for the left and right connections of the 
node. Connections information of the node were stored into a LD node linked list .When all contact nodes 
have been scanned, node linked list of the current ladder diagram network have generated, in which left 
and right connected relation of every node is clear. By scanning the linked list of nodes and uniting serial 
or parallel connection, a multi-branched binary tree will be setup. 
The rule of uniting serial connection is as follows： LD node B is the right connection of LD node A, 
and LD node A has only one right connection. LD node A is the left connection of LD node B, and LD 
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node B has only one left connection. LD node A and B are serial connection, can unit into one complex LD 
node, a binary tree indicates it. In the binary tree, the father node S is a complex LD node, ‘S’ denotes 
serial complex LD node. The Left child node is LD node A and the right child node is LD node B. 
The rule of uniting parallel connection is as follows: The left and right connection of LD node A is the 
same to LD node B. LD node A and B are parallel connection, can unit into one complex LD node, a 
binary tree indicates it. In the binary tree, father node P is complex LD node, ‘P’ denotes parallel complex 
LD node. The left child node is LD node A and the right child node is LD node B.translating a ladder 
diagram network, first search from left to right, then from top to bottom. Once meeting a real node, maze 
algorithm would apply to search for the left and right connections of the node. Connections information of 
the node were stored into a LD node linked list .When all contact nodes have been scanned, node linked 
list of the current ladder diagram network have generated, in which left and right connected relation of 
every node is clear. By scanning the linked list of nodes and uniting serial or parallel connection, a multi-
branched binary tree will be setup. 
The rule of uniting serial connection is as follows： LD node B is the right connection of LD node A, 
and LD node A has only one right connection. LD node A is the left connection of LD node B, and LD 
node B has only one left connection. LD node A and B are serial connection, can unit into one complex LD 
node, a binary tree indicates it. In the binary tree, the father node S is a complex LD node, ‘S’ denotes 
serial complex LD node. The Left child node is LD node A and the right child node is LD node B. 
The rule of uniting parallel connection is as follows: The left and right connection of LD node A is the 
same to LD node B. LD node A and B are parallel connection, can unit into one complex LD node, a 
binary tree indicates it. In the binary tree, father node P is complex LD node, ‘P’ denotes parallel complex 
LD node. The left child node is LD node A and the right child node is LD node B. 
S
Fig. 2. Procedure  of  binary tree setup  
After uniting serial or parallel connection many times, a multi-branched binary tree will be setup. The 
beginning LD node should be marked, because it is the beginning location of outputting instruction lists. 
The multi-branched binary tree of ladder diagram network in figure 1 shows as figure 2, Node E2 is the 
beginning node. 
3.3. Output of  instruction  lists 
Instruction lists of nodes output by scanning multi-branched binary tree using postorder traversal 
algorithm. When contacts translate into instruction lists, different position of nodes in ladder diagram 
corresponds to different instruction lists. Basic contacts of ladder diagram have three types, such as ‘LD’, 
‘OR’ and ‘AND’, which can be translated into three kinds of instruction lists. However, coil has only one 
type of ‘ST’. The principle of translating ladder diagram into instruction lists is as follows: 
LD-type contact: It is a left child node, and the serial or parallel type of its father node is different from 
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OR-type contact: It is a right child node, and the type of left child node of its father node is parallel; or 
it is a left child node but the type of the right child node of its grandfather node is parallel. 
AND-type contact: It is a right child node, and the type of the left child node of its father node is serial; 
or it is a left child node but the type of the right child node of its grandfather node is serial. 
In addition, after two serial or parallel blocks translate into instruction lists, it is necessary to insert 
‘ANDB’ and ‘ORB’ instructions to add ‘AND’ or ‘OR’ operation of the two blocks.  The principle is as 
follows: 
ANDB-TYPE contact: The left and the right child are complex LD nodes, and the connection between 
the left and the right child nodes is serial. 
ORB-TYPE contact: The left and the right child are complex LD nodes, and the connection between 
the left and the right child nodes is parallel. 
Instruction lists sentences corresponding to figure 2 are as follows: 
LD E2 
  LD E3 
 OR E6 
 AND E4 
 LD E7 
 AND E8 
 ORB
 ANDB 
 ST E5 
4.  Summary 
Maze algorithm is feasible in translating ladder diagram into instruction lists. In order to verify the 
correctness of the translating method, many strict tests have been carried out in contrast to the PLC 
programming software of international famous PLC corporations; the experimental results demonstrate the 
algorithm is correct and feasible. 
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